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Experience the Generitech Difference

From the new Chair
Hi to all and I hope you are well. It has been great to see many regulars
returning to the Shed and new members showing up almost every day
since we re-opened.
First, I hope I can repay the confidence shown in me by members in
endorsing my election. I’ve worked alongside the other two trustees,
Peter and Nigel, at the Shed before, although in different contexts, and
I’m optimistic about the future of the Shed.
We have already had two Committee meetings and one meeting of the
trustees, with many issues that have emerged during and since the long
periods of closure needing to be addressed. We are making good
progress on a number of fronts.
Various areas of the Shed’s environment are being looked at for
improvement, subject to the availability of funds. Over the coming weeks
this will lead to an improvement plan, which will also take into account
energy-saving measures to be taken by our landlord, the MK Community
Foundation.. We have already opened communication channels with
their agent to ascertain their intentions.
As ever, we do need to attract additional regular attending and donating
members. This is both to fulfill our constitutional aims and also to ensure
the financial viability of the Shed. Attendance and recruitment since we
re-opened are already promising, but with a large Shed we can certainly
accommodate more.
Following on from the need to attract and retain members, we need to
have an environment that is tidy and presentable to prospective
members as well as clean and safe for all of us. This is also the case for
any external party wanting to donate to us as more than likely they will
want to see how we operate. I can foresee having another Hack the
Shed Day, when a group of volunteers spent a weekend at the Shed
having a massive clear-out of surplus items. The last one, getting on for
three years ago, worked well. I have written more about abandoned
projects and surplus materials below.
Over the coming months I hope to be released by my employer to spend
more time at the Shed during the daytime, in addition to my usual
evening attendance, so I look forward to meeting more members this

News in Brief
COVID safety
As everyone will know, all legal
restrictions relating to COVID 19
were removed on July 19th.
However, we are conscious that
many members may still be
concerned about attending the
Shed while the virus is still
widespread and infections are
growing. We will therefore
continue to make hand sanitiser
and masks available at the Shed
and would encourage people to
use them where appropriate.
The importance of good
ventilation is becoming more and
more apparent in preventing the
spread of the virus, and we would
therefore ask that all doors are
kept open and that overcrowding,
particularly in the social area, is
avoided at all times.
Members might also have seen
that we now have an air filtration
unit in the workshop, thanks to a
generous donation. We are not
sure whether this will have any
impact on circulation of the
COVID virus but it should
certainly help to deal with the
considerable amount of airborne
dust that the workshop generates
and which is certainly injurious to
health in many ways.

Shedfest 2021
This year’s UKMSA Shedfest
took place entirely online from 68 July, and all the sessions including interviews with MK
Shed members - can be viewed
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way. You are, however, very welcome to contact me by email:
Past Issues
michael.west@meninshedsmk.org.uk
Michael West

AGM Report
First, thanks to all who came to the 2021 Annual General Meeting. It
was good to see such a great turnout after so many months of closure.

by following the link above You’ll
Translate
see that the MK Shed was invited
to take part in the Pallet
Challenge on 8 July. Dave Tilley,
John Weir and Nigel Pigott
volunteered to come in on one of
our normal closure days and
risked life and limb dismantling a
pallet and racing to build a potting
table inside the three hour time

The meeting thanked Ron Bowles and John Orme, standing down from
their respective roles as Chair and Treasurer for their service to the
Shed over the past two years. The retiring Treasurer was also thanked
for his work on the Shed’s digital assets, including the new website, and
for his introduction of new payment methods.
Thanks were also extended to retiring members of the Committee: Ricky
Briggs, Andy Selby and Martyn Simpson, and special mention was
made of the work of Dave Tilley and Brian Littlejohn in improving the
Shed environment and storage facilities. The new Management
Committee will comprise Michael West (Chair), Peter Gallagher
(Treasurer), Nigel Pigott (Secretary) and Dave Tilley, who will have
particular responsibility for the woodwork shop.
I’m pleased to say that Vince Burgum and Colin Everett have come
forward since the AGM and have now been co-opted as Committee
members, Colin has agreed to take on the role of Quartermaster, and is
busy making a new inventory of our power tools. Makerspacer Doug
Clow has kindly volunteered for the role of Membership Secretary. The
Board of Trustees will initially comprise the Chair, Treasurer and
Secretary as ex officio members but further trustees are being sought. In
particular we are looking for an external member. The full minutes of the
AGM (subject to approval at the next AGM or EGM) will be posted on
the Shed website, along with the minutes of Management Committee
meetings. Paper copies will also be posted in the Shed.

Machine training and
accreditation
Machine training and accreditation through the Classmarker system
continues to be available for the majority of the woodworking machines,
(Regrettably we are not yet able to offer accreditation in wood turning
but a recent new member, Jim Scott, has offered to give some
introductory training to interested members) and I’m pleased to report
that Makerspace member Jack Deanus is developing training for the
milling machine and metal lathe. If you are interested in obtaining
training and accreditation to enable you to use any workshop machines
please tell a member of the Committee. Jack has written the following
about training for the metalwork machine tools.

limit. Although we did not win,
being beaten by a very
sophisticated rocking chair at the
Keighley Shed, we have won a
substantial quantity of wood
treatment products donated by
Ronseal. You might have noticed
that the entire donation is
currently being stored at the
Shed and we have now received
the news that our reward is to
keep half of it. As some of the
products are unlikely to be
needed by the Shed in the
immediate future it's likely that
some will be available for sale to
members at highly attractive
rates.

Dave Tilley and John Weir hard
at work on the Pallet Challenge

Car Raffle
The MK Community Foundation
is once again running a car raffle
- you might have seen the VW
ID3 electric vehicle in Central MK
- and the Shed will be
participating. We will benefit to
the tune of 50p from each £1
ticket sold on behalf of the Shed.
Tickets will be available shortly
for distribution to members and I
hope you will take as many as
you can for sale to friends and
relatives, as well as buying them
yourself of course. Tickets can
also be bought online with a debit
card. The raffle runs until October
so there is plenty of time to buy
and sell the tickets.

Scam alert
As the recent victim of a scam
phone call which could have lost
me a lot of money I am very
aware of how convincing these
criminals now are, and how easy
it is to be duped. My bank - the
Nationwide, has sent me a very
helpful booklet: The Little Book of
Big Scams, which I recommend
everyone to read. Another
Shedder also recently fell victim
to one of those websites
pretending to be an official

The new lathe before its move to the Shed

government one, when trying to
renew his driving licence. This
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"Recently I was asked by the Chairman to investigate the state of the
Shed’s machining equipment, specifically the training and accreditation
side. I am happy to say I have made good progress and hope to be able
to offer training and accreditation on the mill first, but also the lathe in
the coming weeks, offering daytime and evening sessions to suit all
members of the Shed, whatever your prior experience.
The mill is almost ready to go, and a new to us Myford Super Seven, as
well as a huge amount of other equipment that has been generously
donated by the widow of Shed member Richard Watts will hopefully
soon be set up for accreditation and therefore use. Thanks to Nigel
Pigott for organising this and all those who have helped bring equipment
in.
It would be fantastic to drive more use of the metalworking facilities the
Shed has to offer, and I hope to see a steam engine or two, for example,
come out of the Shed! We have the equipment, and soon the
training/accreditation, so all that we need now is people and projects!
Feel free to come and have a chat if you see me in the Shed, and I
would be more than happy to suggest some project kits that will provide
you with a start in model engineering.
If you are interested in accreditation for either the milling machine, or
lathe, please let Nigel Pigott know, and whether you have any prior
experience (although you do not need any)".
Jack Deanus

Keeping the Shed tidy: waste disposal
and unwanted donations

We are about to enter into a new waste disposal contract with Serco,
after a very unsatisfactory experience with the previous contractors,
Cheaper Waste (which they certainly are not). When dealing with our
waste we are required to be responsible in what what send for disposal,
and manage our recyclables separately. We will be issuing new
guidance on this when the new bin arrives.
As a lot of our members have now returned, we need to have a clear-out
of stale, abandoned projects and generally have a good tidy up and sort
out. Working with the various representatives of the main areas of the
Shed we should be able to reduce the amount of clutter and surplus
tools and materials.
Please try to limit yourself to one or two projects at a time, suitably
identified and stored in the Shed. All items left within the Shed need the
appropriate Project Identification Storage System (green) label attached
to them, with your name and anticipated completion date. This has
unfortunately not been happening, with projects being left in the racking
gathering dust, left abandoned on the workbenches for more than a
week – preventing others from using them.
Some blue Notice of Disposal labels, asking the owner to come and
collect apparently abandoned items, have already been attached to
some such items, and this process will continue. If the owner has not
collected them, or been identified within a few weeks, the items will be
reused/repurposed/disposed of. We appreciate that people may have
other commitments or illness and are not always be able to attend, so if
you recognise someone else’s project please ensure that it is identified.
The accumulation of surplus items and materials is unfortunately
compounded by donations. We must ensure what we accept is suitable
for the Shed to use or sell on to raise funds. Please do not bring
household items - furniture, electronic goods etc - to the Shed as a

ended up costing him £94 instead
of the £14 he should haveTranslate
paid.
I'm pleased to say that £80 has
now been refunded following an
appeal. Always make sure you
are using a site whose address
ends in .gov.uk if you are doing
anything online relating to cars,
taxes, health etc.

Tackle Prostate
Peter Gallagher, our new
Treasurer, has written the
following:
"I appreciate that I may bang on
about the subject of prostate
cancer, since it affects so many
older men, and is a condition that
causes so much distress and is
difficult to discuss with others. But
my personal observation is that to
an extent the latter has been
addressed a bit by the Shed. I’ve
witnessed past sufferers talking
to those new to the condition,
giving support.The section in the
document accessed through this
link, titled “In our research we
found that” was quite illuminating,
and I wonder if we could do more
to encourage Shedders who have
suffered from prostate cancer and
those new to it, to share their
experiences?"

Shoulder to Shoulder
There is a new edition of the UK
Men’s Shed Association’s
newsletter. You will see from this
that the new UKMSA Treasurer,
David Webber, lives locally and in
fact donated a small Myford ML4
lathe, which Nigel Pigott has
been rebuilding.

New Members
We have received an
encouraging influx of new
members in the last few months
and would like to welcome:
Eric Wainwright
David Simonsom
Paul Woosey
Peter Cheung
Thariq Fahry
Lynn Cocksedge
Derek Jones
Larry Freeman
Richard Palmer
Jim Murray
Mark Smith
Robert Waterston
Peter Kennedy
David Pinches
Paul Masters
David McComie
Joseph Lok Chan
Andy Goodchild
Richard Pearson
Melvyn Squires
Kevin Fusselman
Robert Prendergast
Danny Kader
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means of disposing of them, or encourage others to do the same. They
Past Issues
only create more clutter and lead to more trips to the tip. Colin Levett,
Dave Tilley and others are working towards the disposal of our
unused/unrequired workshop equipment.

Stephen Smith
Sean Carolan
Richard Browne
Jarred Chapman
Geoff Austin
Ken Dixon
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While we are on the subject of tidiness, we are getting regular
complaints about negligence involving the dishwasher. PLEASE would
the regular tea and coffee drinkers make sure that the dishwasher is
routinely loaded, unloaded and switched on. Do not just leave your mug
on the drainer for someone else to deal with.

Tom Turner
Terry Hudston
Alan Wilkins
Jim Scott
Craig Young
We hope you'll find The Shed a

Finally, the Shed is hugely grateful to Steve Smith, who has made a
massive contribution to Shed cleanliness with his tireless wielding of the
hoover and mop. Thanks Steve.

rewarding place to be. If you
have any queries or concerns
please take them up with a
member of the Committee (see
AGM report for names) or email

Community Projects
It is part of the Shed's remit to contribute to the well-being of the
community and not just that of its own members.
Shedders, led by Dave Tilley with help from Hal Loxley and others,
have been busy over the last few months on several community
projects, including a set of fifteen wooden boxes for the Peploe-Williams
Academy of Theatre and Performing Arts, and outdoor equipment,
together with improvements to a playground shelter for Wood End
School and Nursery at Stantonbury. New projects are coming our way all
the time, and as ever, volunteers are needed to assist with the work,
which in many cases will bring the Shed much needed income.

info@meninshedsmk.org.uk. .

Shed meetings
We plan to resume monthly
midday meetings for all Shedders
from Wednesday 11 August. If
you have matters to raise it would
be helpful if these could be
notified in advance to a
Committee member or by email
to the address above.

Donate,
Please!
Remember you can very easily
donate to the Shed and help it
remain a going concern, by going
to this link. Thank you. We have
also identified a couple of
comparatively effortless ways of
raising funds for the Shed: The
first is through Give as you
Live and the second is though
Amazon Smile. Both of these
enable you to sign up so that
anything you purchase through
their websites generates a
donation to the charity of your

Some of the fifteen boxes made for the PWA Academy

Research Project
We have received the following letter from the UK Men’s Sheds
Association. I hope some members will consider taking part in this
worthwhile project, which will also give you a chance of winning a £50 or
£25 shopping voucher.
Dear Men in Sheds Milton Keynes
I hope this email finds you and your fellow Shedders well and hopefully
planning to return to your Shed if you’re not already there yet.
You may remember our exciting announcement at the beginning of the
month that UK Men's Sheds Association, with the University of East
Anglia (UEA), have secured funding to research the benefits and impact
of Men's Sheds. We hope this research will help us to better understand
how to support Men’s Sheds to sustainably start and develop.
There has been good progress with the recruitment into the study, with
24 Shedders signed up so far. The UEA need a minimum of 50
participants. We need your help to continue the trend of folks signing up.

choice. Why not sign up now and
choose Men in Sheds MK as your
charity? It costs nothing and
doesn't commit you to buy
anything
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Here's how you can help:
Past Issues
1. Sign up to partner with us and UEA in sharing about your Shed
Experiences
2. Spread the word to your fellow Shed members and ask them to sign
up
3. Share the link to the survey on your social media platforms
BONUS!!
We know some Shedders like a bit of an incentive, please do let your
fellow Shedders know that by taking part they are eligible to win a £50 or
£25 voucher from LoveToShop Here is the link to the recruitment page
https://menssheds.org.uk/uea-impact-of-mens-sheds-study/
Thanks for your support!
Laura Winkley
Membership and Support Officer
Mt: 07763 021018

Obituaries

Sadly, although there have not, as far as we are aware, been any
victims of COVID 19 at the Shed we have had news of the loss of
several Shed members in the last few months.
Bernie Golds
It is with great regret that we report the sad passing of a very respected
member of our Shed. Bernie Golds sadly passed away on 21 June
2021in Milton Keynes University Hospital. Vince Burgum has contributed
the following appreciation.
Bernie was a member of the Shed for several years and can best be
described as a “Gentleman”. Nothing was ever too much trouble for
Bernie, and he would help anyone who asked for his assistance. Bernie
completed many projects in the Woodworking Dept. the biggest and
most famous was probably the large Planter boxes for Wolverton Town
Council. Bernie was always to be relied upon to take out spare, scrap
wood and other waste items to the tip, and although some of us would
help him loading his rather large trailer, he always insisted that he would
be able to unload it himself.
In his youth Bernie trained as a shepherd on the South Downs, and then
as an HGV Driver and also became a qualified tree surgeon. He and his
wife Jenny were both very keen gardeners and he cultivated at least four
allotments. They were also keen on visiting National Trust Properties
and Gardens.
In the last few years Bernie suffered from Lung Cancer, for which he
underwent two operations, and finally developed clots on his lung which
the hospital was unable to disperse.
Bernie will be sadly missed by his wife Jenny, as well as other member
of his family, and of course by his friends here at The Shed.
Vince Burgum
Richard Watts
We are also very sorry to report the death in March of Richard Watts.
Richard was a highly skilled model maker, wood turner and prototype
engineer. As reported above, his widow Sharon has very generously
donated the contents of Richard’s extremely well-equipped workshop to
the Shed, providing us with some high quality machinery, hand tools,
measuring instruments and materials.
David (Wolfie) Bradford
Just as this newsletter was about to be sent out we heard of the death of
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another of the Shed’s regular attenders. A familiar sight at his florallyPast Issues
decorated jewellery making workstation near the model railway, Wolfie
would regale those passing with stories of his time in the elite Rhodesian
Selous Scouts, where he was seriously wounded in an ambush. We
send our sympathy to his wife and family.
We were also saddened to hear that David Sawyer's wife recently
passed away and we send our sympathy to him. It is good to see that he
has now returned to the Shed and is getting support from other
members, especially those who have themselves been bereaved.

Membership Renewal
Our records show that we have 83 members who have paid their £1
subscriptions for 2021, which is great news. If you have not yet paid,
and wish to remain a member or rejoin, please come to the office when
you are next at the Shed and speak to Mark Sadler or a Committee
member and receive your 2021 badge sticker. Remember that if you
have not renewed your membership you will not be covered by the
Shed's insurance when you are on the premises. If you have
extenuating reasons for being unable to renew your membership (e.g.
long term illness) but still wish to remain a member, or just continue to
receive the newsletter, please let us know.
Newsletter produced by Nigel Pigott, Secretary, Men in Sheds MK, on
behalf of the Management Committee and Trustees
Contributions to future editions are most welcome
Men in Sheds MK, incorporating The MK Makerspace
Open Mon, Wed, Fri 10:00 – 17:00
Tel 01908 267126
email: info@meninshedsmk.org.uk
Website: www.meninshedsmk.org.uk
Facebook:www.facebook.com/groups/MeninShedsMK
Makerspace website: mkmakerspace.co.uk/
Registered Charity No. 1156425
Donate: localgiving.com/charity/mismk
UK Men's Sheds Association: menssheds.org.uk
This email was sent to all on the current mailing list for Men in
Sheds MK and the MK Makerspace. This comprises current and
previous members. If you do not wish to receive future
communications from us you will find a link to enable you to
unsubscribe at the foot of this message

Our supporters include:
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